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About This Game

Genre: visual novel, otome, ADV, detective, romance, costume drama, fantasy, school

Length: 3-4 hours

Someone is killing half-bloods (half-elves, half-humans) in a small city. The police believe that it's nothing more than a regular
maniac obsessed with racial purity. But detective Blackwood and magician Silverlight have their own opinion about this case.

They think that the killer is a necromancer going after the souls of half-bloods, who wants to use them for some horrible ritual.
The protagonist, a young half-blood girl called Mia Silverlight, falls into a whirlpool of events. Will she be able to avoid getting

caught by the killer, find true love, and discover the secret her uncle is hiding?

Features:

Three characters to build a relationship with: dark elf (detective), light elf (classmate) and human (childhood friend).

12 endings including one where the heroine dies, as well as plenty of colorful CG art.

The completion of any ending (excluding the lethal ones) unlocks the "Killer's diary" bonus allowing to see the novel
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from the antagonist's point of view, as well as understand his motives and feelings.
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Title: Never give up!
Genre: Casual, Indie
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Salamandra88
Publisher:
7DOTS
Release Date: 29 Dec, 2016
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It's a decent indie tower defense with multiplayer. I think it's a good game and fun, graphics aren't very good and some
imbalance issues and difficulty defending buildings and managing troops. But overall, at its core, a good game. I like it.
Multiplayer is dead but wife and I still liek to do 1v1 battles against each other. 7\/10. Better than GTA, Forza, CS:GO,... Just
the best game in the world. :D. I just finished a full playthrough, and may I say this was a refreshing taste of a story orientated
gameplay, I personally find it finds a nice balance between sitting to hear dialogue and (for me atleast) fairly physcologically
stimulating puzzles, great game to play while the internets down, I wish there more games like this instead of being flooded by
first person shooters with the only story and character building being done with the explicit intent of killing off the character in
question, fairly suprising story overall though, and on a final note the atmosphere and art style and excicution remind me of a
insception-esk design. My overall rating is a 7/10.

Game could use better polish and voice recording could be improved but bear in mind those flaws didn't hinder the imersion
pretty much at all.. This DLC is just too much of the same. Basically the same layout for all 8 maps, extremely boring after the
second race. Wouldn't recommend buying even on sale unless heavily discounted.. Ok so the game is good, but i had issues with
this Lego game where i havent with the others. Had issues with achievements not popping and random crashes to desktop with
this one. besides those minor annoyances its a good game.. Not really much of a difference between this and the first Escape
Goat apart from the fact that the location has been changed, the graphics have been improved and there are cheats to unlock.
The earlier puzzles seem to be slightly easier and can be done quickly but some of the final and secret levels will definitley take
a few attempts.

If you enjoyed the first Escape Goat you should try this game.
If not then you should look for something different.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=MHn_EhFEXE4

The "games" within this game are nothing more than asset flips. GameTube will serve as little more than a platform to increase
profitability for Fake Games.

The content within this "Game" is complete garbage. Avoid at all costs.. No, the reviews aren't right, maybe it isn't one of the
best games but it isn't unplayable. You have to give it a shot. The price is very good.

  6\/10 Good. Okay....it's cute.. great dlc that adds replay value
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Pixel Surivors is a simple & mostly a short strategy/simulation-game.

Dont expect to much from the game and you will have a great game for now and then.

Pro:

 pixel graphics

 short strategy/simulation game

 villager turns into zombies when they die

 wont play it longer as like a hour, great diversion

 steamcards and achivements

Con:

 stupid AI is still stupid :D

 pixel graphics (some wouldnd like it)

 wont play it longer as like a hour, miss some longtime motivation

 if you see a zombie the game is nearly game over if you have no recources

 Rate: 8/10 

What i miss in the game:

 would like to see some more animals like deers or somthing

 no tree spawn without a building

 more ways to protect against zombies

Dont expect a long on going Strategy-Game, for that its just to simple if you mastered it once(its first really hard even on easy).
But its a great game if you just want to look at a village and see how its growing as you wish.

I played since the Beta about 20 hours. The progress of the game headed forward and its now beautiful and mostly a stable
game. Since its release you cant build everthing from the start you have to research new building and a more efficence way for
you villager to gather recources. But so the game got some more deeper interaction and a long time motivation.. the party keep
going !. I immediately fell for this game when I saw it. The fun, simple yet deep platforming mechanics, rich visual style, and
fantastic music, all come toegther to make a platforming experience I've never had before. The use of environment objects and
certain enemies in stages to add more "instruments" to the BGM is an amazinng touch. If you listen to the OST seperately you're
actually not hearing all of the music.

Difficulty curve feels very fair and well-thought. Octahedron does a good job introducing you to new mechanics and obstacles
in a naturalistic way, without having to spell out exactly how each one works.

Geat value for its price.. The game is simple and short but the brawling is fun and some of the finishing moves look totally
brutal, too bad they become repetitve after a while. I get this game on sale with no expectations so I don't complain about it, I
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just wanted to kick♥♥♥♥♥with Rorschach and that's all that this game does. Maybe run a second play with the Owl and I'm
done. More inspirational than The Bible.. Way.
To.
Short.
Finished this in less then 90 minutes, and i\u00b4m -not- a puzzle genius.
Yes, there is an editor. I don\u00b4t care.

The game itself is fun, just the magnet stuff is confusing-. Its certainly what it says , a roulette simulator , and good value for the
money . What I would say is it lacks any excitement , anything that you would find in a casino . I think if there was a bit more of
the casino atmosphere it would be played for longer .. Great balance between skill, luck, and silly! I got it on PS Plus but bought
it again on steam because it is a fun game to zone out or listen to a podcast. The developer is also very responsive if you have
questions.. This game is "so bad it's good" in a similar sense to how bad movies can be so bad they're good. I had to mess around
with my graphics card menu for a while to get the game running at the full frame rate, and once I did I at first thought the game
was actually running way too fast. Given the trailer I think it was about right though, so I forged ahead. At this incredible game
speed, with only 1 hp, the game actually wraps around from "fast-paced" back to slow again, because you can't react to things,
you can only employ cheap tactics that let you eliminate the enemies without really fighting them. Like purposefully going in
front of a security camera, then throwing incredible bouncing shuriken down the hallway as the entire level's force rushes out in
a line to meet you.

Speaking of shuriken, shuriken (and bullets) that you fire bounce back and hit you in the face a lot of the time, it's ridiculous.

The setting reminds me of Blade, if Blade was a bad movie. The aesthetics look a bit like a bizarre art movie I saw once about
being abducted by aliens when doing drugs.

It's even movie-length, what a convenient coincidence.
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